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Looking to get more done?
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http://24hoursevening.eventbrite.com

Thursday mornings (9a – 10a PST)
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You + WNA = Success!
We’re not just any networking organization  

We’re a community of support.  

How can we help you?  
How can you help others?

Join us. 
www.womensnetworkingalliance.com

Get in Aligned Magazine •  Expand •  Share your story •  Care •  Build long term relationships with business professionals like you

Support others in business •  Have fun! •  Get tips •  Solve complex problems •  Learn how to promote your company • Socialize
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Melissa Stacey

As I was putting together this issue of Aligned magazine, I realized that I 
was avoiding writing my Editor‘s Note - mainly because I was having a 
difficult time deciding what to write about. Each day I thought about a 
new spin on professionalism, but when it came down to the final hour, 
what stuck in my mind was…what does professionalism mean to me?

Professionalism from 

the Inside Out

Be the best that you can be.

Melissa

Editors Note

Professionalism is not something we learn over night. In fact, my training started when I was in high 
school working at my Dad‘s company.  I saw how he treated other people and the respect and 
admiration he received in return for his professionalism. With each job I held, I learned something new 
about being a professional and incorporated those things into my life. 

But the true learning came in these past five years as a business owner. How I interact with others and 
put myself out there is important to the success of my business because the majority of my clients 
come through referrals.  

Over the years, here is what I have learned and what I know to be true:

• Listen to others - if you aren‘t listening, you aren‘t learning.
• Treat people with respect and in return, you will gain the respect and trust of others.
• Never respond when you‘re angry.
• Support and help those around you.
• Be true to yourself and stick to your values and principles…and respect the values of others.
• Be honest, admit when you are wrong and apologize when needed.
• Do your best in every situation. 
• Show up and honor your commitments.
• Practice patience.
• Give people the benefit of the doubt, you don‘t know what is going on in their lives.
• The way you look, act and present yourself is always being analyzed by someone.
• Be willing to improve – no one is perfect.

So what does professionalism mean to you? For me it is being aware of how you are showing up to 
the world because it impacts you…and your business. 



Make the Client 

Connection:
Speaking, Selling and Communicating with 

Authenticity

By Reese Leyva

You probably know this already, but it begs to be repeated - your business is not about you. 

Obvious, right? Since so much lip service is paid to the concept of “customer first” or the “service-oriented” 

business, I thought it was worth mentioning. While I don’t agree you should prioritize your customer’s 

desires over all else, what is important, especially when it comes to marketing, selling, speaking, and 

communicating is: 

Understand WHO you’re talking to and WHY.

Think of it this way. As a business owner you have a product, perhaps custom wedding cakes. or a service, 

like personal training, which you exchange for that magical thing called money. Chances are you probably 

went into business to make money. Is that a fair assumption? 

Now, let’s take a look at that product or service using wedding cakes as an example. If you were making 

wedding cakes just for you, your fridge would be packed and your family would be sick of wedding cakes at 

some point! But notice how the cakes stay home.

Now you’re probably saying, “No, I make cakes for other people!” Perfect. Then why not just give them 

away, donate them or offer them for free? This is absolutely not a guilt-trip. We’re reaching for clarity here, 

and with clarity comes results so hang in there …

So you make cakes for other people, but not just any other people - customers and clients. People who will 

honor your work by giving you, in return for your cakes, money. YES! That’s it!

Customers. You’re in business for your customers. 

That person is the real reason you’re in business. You want to enhance their life somehow and, in 

exchange, they honor you with money. Correct? Now that we’ve got that cleared up…

Who IS Your Ideal Client?

Staying with the wedding cake analogy, you have a niche - engaged couples willing to pay for a custom 

cake. But do you really want to talk and connect with every engaged couple alive? By doing so, sure, people 

understand what you do … but your communication to all those potential clients becomes generic. Generic 

means forgettable. Generic, especially in an industry as personal as wedding services, usually means no 

sales.

Or, is your ideal client the person who you enjoy being around, who talks your talk, who shares similar 

philosophies as you and who, when they see you, instantly gets you and thinks: “YES, I want to work with 

THAT person!” 

Isn’t that your true ideal client? Wouldn’t they be more fun to work with? And if they “get” you, wouldn’t they 

be an easier sell? 
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Here’s a great sales mantra: Ambivalence Breeds Indecision

What does that mean to you? Let people see you! Tell them what you stand for. Express clearly what you 

believe in. Let your personality shine.! Let people love you or hate you. Just don’t let them be ambivalent; 

nobody makes strong impressions with ambivalence, especially in connecting with potential customers.

For example, let’s say I love to co-create cakes with my clients because I believe wholeheartedly that each 

couple has the creative genius to participate in the design of their own cake. I’m not going to write in my 

market copy: “Design Your Own Cake!”

Why not?  Because that’s not  the type of client I enjoy working with.  Instead, I should communicate (and 

sell) directly to the customers I LOVE working with, which moves us to my next point:

WHY Are You Talking to Your Ideal Client?

Why am I writing marketing copy in the first place? Because I want more customers. But why am I spending 

my breath, my time and  energy to speak to my ideal client? Remember why you went into business in the 

first place – to enhance someone’s life!

How do I do this? By giving them an amazing wedding cake experience by sharing the gift of co-creating 

their dream cake with ME! I’m reaching out to them to offer an experience. It’s like asking a friend out to the 

movies, or a family member to a birthday party. It’s that personal and experiential. 

To really talk to my ideal client (in this example), instead of saying “Design Your Own Cake!” how about:

“Let’s Make Your Dream Cake Together!”

“Together, We'll Bring Your Cake to Life!”

“Let’s Create the Cake of Your Dreams!”

“We Work With You to Make Your Cake Dreams Come True!”

Notice how these examples all imply a collaboration. They all use strong active verbs – make, bring, create 

– to imply that the customer will be involved in the experience.  Also, each example puts the focus of the 

design - or dream - of the cake into the customer’s hands. Not only must the customer collaborate, they’re 

responsible for their own creation.

YES! That’s exactly the type of client I want! 

Precisely. When your ideal client reads one of those lines they’ll know exactly who you are and what you 

believe in and they’ll flock to your door. And if they’re not your perfect client, they’ll remember you clearly 

enough to recommend you to someone else. Like I said, love you or hate you - it’s an easier sell because 

prospective clients know and understand you better. That’s how you communicate to potential clients to get 

the quickest, most powerful response – by sharing a bit of YOUR personality clearly and uniquely.

Now, infuse your website, business cards, marketing copy, sales pitches and networking conversations with 

this clarity and those ideal clients can finally find you … all because through your speaking, sales, and 

communicating you had the courage to shine.
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Reese Leyva grew from a felon to a finance professional to a successful 

entrepreneur, speaker, trainer and dancer by listening to and following her inner 

light. Now she spends time coaching, mentoring, and training others to let their 

own light shine in their business, their relationships, and their life. More 

information about Reese, her Shine Your Light Speaking Spaces, and her fun and 

fabulous Speed Speaking events can be found at www.ReeseLeyva.com. 



My career began in marketing. As a publicist in a
mid-sized Los Angeles firm, I worked with both
start-ups and established corporate
heavyweights. Our studio clients had deep
pockets and could afford to throw money at
flashy promotions and pricey tradeshows, take
editors on trips and give them cool gifts at the
holidays. The smaller companies, however, had
to be more nimble and frugal and had to
consider unique ways to get their message to
the audience that didn‘t involve spending many
dollars or man-hours.

While I eventually transitioned over to the media 
side – first as a photographer, and later as a 
writer - I have never left behind my marketing 
hat. In fact, my career seems to have come full 
circle as I now pitch the same media as a writer 
that I used to pitch as a publicist.  And having 
owned a business for the past ten years, I have 
also put my marketing and PR knowledge to 
work to promote my own company—learning 
what works best, where and with whom.  

An owner wants her business to succeed. 
Typically, that comes by selling products or 
services. For some, business success magically 
happens when the shop opens, but for most, it 
requires much more. Marketing comes in many 
forms: advertising, public relations, cold calling, 
in-the-flesh networking, social networking, search 
engine optimization (SEO), making donations to 
charity auctions, and the list goes on. 

Often overlooked, writing is one of the most 
effective ways for small businesses to reach core 
audiences. Whether through updating social 
media sites, penning a blog, contributing articles 
to trade publications, or authoring a book, let‘s 
consider what is involved in each level of writing.

Social Media

Being absent from social media communication 
is not optional anymore for someone doing 
business. While it takes getting used to, updating 
a Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn account is 
actually simple and ultimately one of the easiest

Reaching Your Customer

Through Pen
By Jenn Kennedy
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(and cheapest) ways to reach oodles of 
customers, without leaving your desk. It 
simply requires planning and consistency. 

First, you can link your accounts (Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn and Foursquare) so when 
updating one, the same message will go to 
all.  There are nuances for each, but if you 
don‘t care to go that in-depth, link them as 
a starting place to make the work 
manageable. Try to post at least once a 
week and let your customers know you‘re 
online by putting your Facebook or Twitter 
handle on your website, receipts and 
newsletters, etc. 

To get started, map out the interesting 
elements of your business. Identify what 
happens in the daily cycle of your business 
that people may find interesting, curious, 
surprising, comforting, annoying, reassuring 
or somehow useful. Make a list and add 
some degree of detail. 

Did you source a product in a unique way 
or modify a technique? Did you streamline 
your workflow or have a happy (or 
unhappy) accident? Did you get a great 
quote from a client or is something you do 
relevant to a story happening in the news? 
These are the nuggets for update fodder, 
the nuances that make your business yours. 
By articulating them through Facebook or 
Twitter posting, you are giving your 
customers (and media) an inside look at 
your business and YOU. 



Blog

Running a blog takes a bit more time, but it 
offers customers deeper and more meaningful 
insight. You can start a blog on Blogspot or 
Wordpress for free. Take the above topics and 
add in more detail. The how and why versus just 
the what (which was the one liner used for the 
Twitter post). A blog entry can be a paragraph 
long and tells customers just a little bit more 
about what makes you different, better or 
unique. Warning: DO NOT SELL overtly. People 
hate that and won‘t read it. Instead, stick to 
telling stories about the business, the industry 
and if appropriate, make observations or give 
useful advice. Depending on your industry, this 
could be short posts about money 
management, time efficiency, cooking recipes, 
methods for blowing glass or new hamstring 
exercises. You know more than you think you 
do. 

Articles

Let‘s consider the editor‘s perspective. She 
wants compelling content that appeals to a 
very specific readership. She is the gatekeeper 
of information and has to ensure the quality to 
secure readers (and thus advertising). She 
wants new ideas, new angles, triumph, and 
tragedy. Readers like to hear about the human 
condition and the cycle of business and life. 

Many media outlets (online especially) 
welcome press releases or articles written by 
knowledgeable professional. Typical online 
pieces run 500-1000 words and focus on a 
specific topic. Take a look at the list you made 
and think about something you could easily 
explain to someone in a ten-minute discussion 
at a cocktail party. That becomes the basis of 
your article. 

An article can be purely factual with citations 
for anything referenced, or it can be written 
solely from your experience, in the first person 
voice. Remember to inform versus persuade or 
sell. Published articles will paint you as an 
authority and you‘ll become a resource for 
local media and will attract new clients. 

Book

Writing a book is the ultimate undertaking to 
distinguish yourself as an expert. It takes 
organization, discipline, knowledge (about 
your unique topic) and follow-through. You will
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also eat, sleep and breathe the promotion of the 
book for the 12-24 months following its 
publication. If you have a pocket of knowledge 
in an area, a burning desire to share it and a 
willingness to see it through, write a book. It likely 
will bring you more customers, more media and 
an incredible piece of personal history. 

Topics for your book may arise out of comments 
on your Facebook page or blog. Through writing 
the book, you may see a series of articles – the 
content goes both ways and can be offered in 
bite-size, as well as full-size increments, however 
know that you can and will repurpose the 
information repeatedly. 

Perhaps you‘re not a writer or penning a book 
sounds daunting. Start with Twitter and see how 
that goes. If you ultimately decide writing isn‘t 
your forte, then hire someone to write for you. 
Make sure your ideas are flushed out enough so 
that your message gets communicated in a tone 
that is reflective of you. Brainstorming together 
can ensure your message hits the right target.

Jenn Kennedy is a writer and 
photographer. She 
contributes content to a 
range of publications 
including Jane, LA 
Confidential, Las Vegas 
Magazine, The Montecito 
Journal, Sierra, Out and Fit

Yoga. She has shot campaigns and projects for 
corporations such as Citibank, Maytag, MTV, 
Yahoo!, Safeway and Women’s Entertainment 
Network.

Online, Kennedy has a weekly column profiling 
Santa Barbara business leaders 
on Noozhawk.com and contributes business, 
lifestyle and travel stories to shewired.com. Her 
first book, Success by Design: Revealing Profiles 
of CA Architects launched in February 2011. She 
lives in Santa Barbara, CA and blogs 
at www.kennedypens.com.

http://Noozhawk.com/
http://shewired.com/
http://www.kennedypens.com/


Business Tips & Inspiration
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“Tame your Business Cards – Do you 
remember who this person is? Would 

you use their services? Do you want to 
form a working relationship with this 

person? If not, let their cards go”.

Melissa Stacey, Feeling Organized
www.feelingorganized.com

“Prioritizing is one of the most results-producing 
skills to master in terms time management, but 
what constitutes a priority? 

Ask yourself the following question: is what I'm 
doing now (this task/act/meeting/to-do item, 
etc.) moving me toward a goal (either short- or 
long-term)? If the answer is no, what is the value 
in doing said task?”

Stacey Vulakh, Timestyle Coaching & Consulting
www.timestylecoaching.com

Send a handwritten thank you note to 
someone you appreciate today

http://www.feelingorganized.com
http://www.timestylecoaching.com
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Distinction is in the Details
By Stacey Vulakh

With almost 7 billion people on the planet (World Bank, 4/26/11) and everyone connected in one 

form or another, differentiating yourself is more important than ever. Back in the good ol‘ days, 
options were limited and people conducted business in their hometown with their local shop owners. 
The paradigm has since shifted, loyalties have been pushed aside, and business is up for grabs. When 
choosing to do business between two equal yet different prospects, people often base their decision 
on the minutest of details. So instead of leaving it up to chance, hone in on the details and focus on 
differentiating yourself.

THE TELEPHONE

When leaving a business-related voicemail
Speak slowly, identify yourself and leave a phone number (don‘t assume everyone has caller ID).
Minimize background noise - turn down the radio or leave the room if your children are screaming.

Recording your voicemail message
When was the last time you listened to your outgoing message? Try it now. Is there background 
noise? Do you sound professional? Write down your message and repeat a few times until it‘s 
perfect. If possible, specify when you will return calls. This minimizes the phone tag game and makes 
you sound efficient and purposeful – likeable qualities in a professional.

Returning calls
The generally acceptable time limit for returning a call is 24-48 hours. Remember, someone is calling 
you for a reason. If you‘re unable to return a call within an appropriate timeframe, send an email.

Aligned |  your business best



Answering calls
The phone can be intrusive – someone calls because it‘s convenient for them, not because it‘s 
convenient for you. If you‘re in the middle of a project, meeting, at a concert, or simply do not wish 
to be disturbed, you are not required to answer the telephone. Voicemail was invented for this very 
reason. Your caller may even be grateful you chose to let the call go to voicemail.

EMAIL

Email address
Your email address is revealing so make sure it sends the right message. Simply put, it is 
unacceptable to send business correspondence from your bunnygurrl@address.com. Have a 
professional email address (preferably with YOUR NAME@YOUR COMPANY) and save the cute 
names for personal matters.

Signature
People forward emails – and they do it often. Claim ownership and add your signature to the bottom 

of every email you send because you never know who may be reading your brilliant ideas.
Capitalize on valuable virtual real estate and use the signature to your advantage. Include your 
telephone number (just in case someone wants additional information), a new sales promotion or 
recent award. 

Content
Be smart about the content of emails. Again, emails get forwarded, accounts get hacked and 
relationships sometimes go sour so be discreet about what you send in an email. A winning rule: 
unless you want the world to know, keep it out of email.

CORRESPONDENCE
There is no substitute for a hand-written note. An email will suffice however hand-written notes are 
meaningful and demonstrate you‘re willing to go the extra mile (a defining characteristic and act). 
Whether email or hand-written, a lot can be said for misspellings. As any head-hunter or recruiter will 
tell you, a misspelling on a resume is grounds for immediate disposal of that resume – in the garbage 
– despite the number of degrees and years of experience.

MEETING PREPARATION/CLIENT MEETINGS
Even if you‘re having ―one of those days‖, you want people to think you‘ve got your act together so 
pretend if that is what it takes. Put on your best game face and smile. Clients do not want to know 
your woes – it is unprofessional, off-putting and inappropriate.

Show up to meetings early (or at least on time), have a working pen and plenty of paper.
Your mother was right – check the mirror before leaving the house and make sure you look 
presentable and ask yourself this: Would I hire me? Would I give money to me for my services?

There are numerous reasons why people choose to do business with you and you have control of 
many of them. Take the time to be memorable and distinguish yourself with the details. 
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Stacey Vulakh is a time management coach and founder of San Jose, Calif.-
based Timestyle Coaching & Consulting. She helps busy people regain control 
over their lives, be more productive and reduce their stress. Stacey is the 
President of Chapter 111 and serves on the National WNA Board. Contact: 
stacey@timestylecoaching.com.

mailto:bunnygurrl16@address.com
mailto:bunnygurrl16@address.com
mailto:stacey@timestylecoaching.com


By Karen Bullard

As a small business owner, there are many challenges: not only are you a knowledge expert in your 

chosen field but you also need to be grounded in most areas of running your business. It’s tough to keep 

up with it all and I often discover that employers don’t realize the importance of having solid human 

resource processes and procedures. Instead, they do what seems customary or convenient and either 

think they are doing the right thing or they think won’t get caught. As a direct result of this care-free 

attitude, the Obama administration has stepped-up compliance enforcement and small businesses are 

being scrutinized more now than ever.

Whether you have a few employees or just one, it’s important to understand how to avoid making 

innocent mistakes that can be unlawful. Let’s take a look at how employers commonly get tripped up. 

Inappropriate Interview Questions Do you have 

children? Are you married? Are you a U.S. 

citizen? Instead, ask if there is anything 

preventing the applicant from doing the job – this 

will lead to revelations and discovery of 

underlying information.

Job Offers Occasionally employers will extend a 

verbal offer and then retract it. In California, a 

verbal offer can be contractual. Additionally, the 

pay rate is often incorrectly stated in offer letters, 

especially with offers for exempt positions.
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Poor Recordkeeping Whether it’s incomplete I-9 

forms, not separating medical information, or 

untimely reporting of work-related injuries and 

illnesses, employers are breaking the law. 

Employers often keep minimal, if any, records to 

document an employee’s poor performance. 

While this isn’t unlawful, it is very important to 

maintain accurate records.

Misclassifying Positions Hourly or salary or 

contractor? Employers often choose the category 

that seems convenient and easy. But is it correct? 

It is important to note correct status right from the 

start because mistakes can be costly.

Discrimination This happens in hiring decisions 

when determining promotion and in layoff 

situations. Often, discrimination is based on 

gender, martial status or age. Now, genetic data 

(i.e., fitness for work, cancer, smoking, etc.) is 

lawfully protected.

Unlawful Harassment Federal and California 

laws govern which characteristics are protected. 

California has mandated training requirements for 

supervisors. Employers often overlook complying 

with the required training as well as not acting 

promptly - or at all – when there is a harassment 

situation.



Wage & Hour Issues These are very important issues and claims sky-rocket during periods of recession. 

Employers will often unknowingly break laws by allowing hourly employees to skip their meal break, failing 

to pay daily overtime, allowing for comp-time rather than paying overtime, and allowing undocumented 

make-up time. Plus, there’s a myriad of other pay inequity situations lurking around the corner. Again, 

these mistakes are very costly in the long-term.

Policy Communication & Administration Even though a law does not exist requiring employers to have 

an employee handbook, it remains the best means to clearly communicate policies to everyone. A 

handbook also ensures proper administration of policies and consistency throughout the organization.

At-Will Employment “Fire my assistant now!” makes any HR professional cringe. California is an at-will 

employment state however, this should only be taken literally if the employee commits an egregious act. 

Otherwise, the employer will risk a potential claim or lawsuit without prior documentation for poor 

performance.

Engaging with an HR Professional, or Not Frequently, employers do not understand the value of a 

human resource professional until the damage is done. Unfortunately, they will spend more time and 

money trying to mitigate damage than if they had been proactive from the start.

Having solid human resource procedures and policies will keep your business flowing smoothly and go a 

long way to helping shape the culture of your workplace. It starts with the interview process and making 

sure you hire the right person for the job and for your company. For instance, someone who is looking for a 

fun and flexible environment will not perform at their optimum if they accept a position only to find 

themselves in a structured atmosphere. On the other hand, someone who is task-oriented typically does 

not fit well in a culture that values fluidity.

Policies, whether written or not, convey the workplace culture by communicating expectations. It’s 

important to clarify what you expect of your employees and what they can expect from you. Pay frequency, 

flexibility of work schedules, scheduled holidays, and how employees will be rewarded for performance are 

just a few policies. Other rules of engagement need to address the consequences of excessive 

absenteeism and poor performance. Although you may not communicate regularly on this subject, there 

needs to be a plan for how to deal with these tough situations before any happen.

What’s on your HR bucket list?  Be proactive and start tackling your list today! 

Karen Bullard has her own human resource consulting 
practice, HResource Solutions.  With her 20 years of 
experience, she provides practical cost-effective HR 
solutions to start-up and smaller established companies.  
Visit www.HRS-humanresources.com or call Karen at 
831-214-0485 to learn how she can help you with your 
HR puzzle.
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in March 2009 and “right sized” my business (moved to a location with more foot traffic and half the square footage). My
second challenge is keeping good staff. How I overcame that – I kept with my vision for my business, “education based salon-
keep learning –keep growing.” I now have retention in my staff, partly because of moving locations. We can now focus more
on doing more community events and salon events, which produced results!

What is your biggest accomplishment?
Being nominated for Business of the Year in Morgan Hill 2010 and winning!

What recommendations do you have for others who want to start their own small businesses?
Have a business plan to make sure all the numbers work. Hire a coach. Don’t re-invent the wheel, learn from others! Have a
passion - don’t follow the money - the passion is what will get you out of bed every day and the money will come!

Cherisse White
Cherisse’s Hair Salon
Owner of a full service hair and make-up salon, California
www.CherissesHairSalon.com

When did you get into this field and why?
I started Cosmetology School my senior year of High School – September
1981 - received my license in January 1984. I always loved doing hair! Did
my Barbie’s and Crissy Dolls hair since I was little. My parents raised dogs
and I became there dog groomer too!

What challenges did you have and how did you overcome them?
First, in September 2001 I opened spa-side of my business. When the
economy slowed down in fall of 2008, guests stopped getting facials,
massages and manicure and pedicures. I closed the spa-side down

When did you get into this field and why?
Makeup was more of a necessity in High School so I could cover up my horrible
acneic skin. From there my skills grew as I practiced ideas on friends and family. I
continued to offer my makeup and hair skills to friends after college as wedding
gifts. From there I knew this was my calling. With the encouragement of my
husband, I turned my hobby into a full-time business and ran it from my home for
12 years. In 2008 I officially moved my humble little beauty business into the world
of retail.

What challenges did you have and how did you overcome them?
The first challenge was leaving corporate America and all the benefits that it had to
offer. But once I went for broke and started marketing to brides full time, my little
hobby began to grow and I loved being able to create my own schedule.

What is your biggest accomplishment?
Aside from my 16 years of marriage, and my two beautiful kids, my greatest accomplishment has
been the fact that my business has grown beyond what I ever imagined. My work has been featured
in magazines, film, and several wedding blogs. I recently launched my Mobile Spa which is being
featured on Women Now Tv, and I am in the process of creating a Makeup Academy to train and
certify up and coming artists.

What recommendations do you have for others who want to start their own small businesses?
Believe in yourself, and make sure that this is an industry that you have a passion for. If you don't
love what you do, the first obstacle that comes your way will knock you down and may cause you to
question yourself, which can be a downward spiral from there.

Monina Wright
Moderne Beauty 

Professional Makeup Artist and 
Licensed Esthetician, California

www.naturalimagesmakeup.com
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When did you get into this field and why?
I chose my career in Cosmetology 23 years ago because
it is my passion to be able to help people look and feel
their best.

What challenges did you have and how did you
overcome them?
I had many challenges along the way, for example, using
the skills I learned to gain the trust of my clients.
Listening to their needs was and still is imperative to my
growth and success and learning to balance a career with
a family. Continuing education in beauty, wellness and
business is also necessary to be at the top of my field.

What is your biggest accomplishment?
One of the greatest accomplishments in my career is my
company Bella Capelli Salon Inc. We are celebrating 8
years in business this August. This too has been a work in
progress and we pride ourselves in world class customer
service. Bella Capelli Salon Inc. is now a Summit Salon
with partnership of Redken. This partnership brings
national recognition to the salon and I'm excited for our
future endeavors!

What recommendations do you have for others who
want to start their own small businesses?
If I could give a future entrepreneur any words of
wisdom, I would encourage the individual to educate and
research the idea or career of choice. Hire a business
coach and make a clear plan with a mission statement
with how and why one would like to open the company.
Include marketing strategies, a financial plan, community
involvement and an exit strategy.

Michele Rodinsky
Bella Capelli Salon
Owner full service salon, California
www.bellacapelli-salon.com

Photo by Bill Foley

Pat Gray
Pat Gray In Color
Certified Image 
Consultant, California
www.patgrayincolor.com

When did you get into this field and why?
I was a stay-at-home mother for 13 years. In 2003,
when I was ready to do something more, I didn't want
to go back to my previous field. So I went into direct
sales. A business coach and I were working on a
presentation on professional appearance. She kept
telling me that there was no reason why I couldn't take
it farther. I decided to take a course on color and
discovered my love and aptitude for color and style.

What challenges did you have and how did you
overcome them?
I'm the most extroverted introvert you’ll ever meet. I
had to learn how to be "loud and proud”. To do this, I
have mentors who believe in me and I attend many
events that motivate me and make me step out of my
comfort zone.

What is your biggest accomplishment?
I obtained my certification though AICI (Association of
Image Consultants International) last year. I've also just
finished my term as president of the San Francisco Bay
Area chapter of AICI.

What recommendations do you have for others who
want to start their own small businesses?
Make sure you have the proper training and education
for your choice of business. Learn how to network.
Keep good financial records. Believe in yourself.
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When did you get into this field and why?
I got into this field because I have had acne and
other skin conditions off and on my whole
life. I've tried to find solutions to my skin
problems since I was a teenager and throughout
my adulthood. Because of this, I have deep
empathy for those who suffer from skin issues. I
realize many people have skin problems and don't
know where to go or who to turn to and I know
I'm able to help them. So I decided to enroll in
Esthetician School in 2009. I received my
California State License in 2009. With a license, I
am able to help my clients feel better about
themselves and love the skin they are in.

What challenges did you have and how did you
overcome them?
My friends and family discouraged me from going
to Esthetician school because I already have a
Bachelor Degree in Business and they believed it
would be a step backwards for me and my career.
They also believed I shouldn't leave a 6-figure
income job to pursue my passions. I overcame
these fears by making a decision to not allow
others affect my dreams. I gave myself permission
to live my life's purpose and to explore my true
potential. Most importantly I stopped living THEIR
dreams for me. I live MY dreams for me.

What is your biggest accomplishment?
I was voted Best Esthetician in the Santa Cruz Weekly (3rd Place) in March 2011. I felt honored and validated that what I do
makes a difference in people's lives. I quit my corporate job in May 2011 and love every minute of my life. Besides my
clinical skin care business, I also have a blog that gives business advice and skin care tips.

What recommendations do you have for others who want to start their own small businesses?
Ask yourself, "How can I be of service to others”? Once you have the answer, be "In Action." Be relentless in the pursuit of
your dreams. Wake up early, stay up late, learn everything you can about it, participate in activities that will move you
towards it, and never give up. "Do what you love and the money will come" is my motto. Surround yourself with people
who support your dreams.

TraMi Cron
TraMi Skin Care, Inc.
Esthetician, California
www.tramiskincare.com

Rosalinda Oropeza Randall, Etiquette Consultant
650.871.6200 |rosalinda@yourrelationshipedge
yourrelationshipedge.com

www.tax-goddess.com
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Night
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Professional 
Online Marketing

By Kayla Garnet Rose

Anyone who has ever bought or sold a house knows the concept of curbside appeal; any retail 
store knows the importance of a window display; every editor of any magazine pours hours into 
deciding their front cover. Studies show we form our first impression of another person in the first 
three seconds. So, quite simply - what impression does your website give of you?

Most successful businesses work by referral, plain old word of mouth. When somebody says, 
―You‘ve got to try Jane over in Cityville‖, what happens when they search Jane‘s name and 
location? Do Facebook pictures show she partied in a bright pink sparkly wig? Or does the search 
link to a website that reveals how much she paid for her home? Control of information is key for 
any business, especially with the ease of sharing information on social media. A professional 
website puts your best face forward, as well as adding legitimacy, professionalism and a sense of 
confidence and expertise.

One can spend thousands of dollars on a pretty website that is full of flash and other media and 
still never have it show up in searches. Conversely, one can spend next to nothing on a website 
and have it consistently generating appointments, sales and sustainability. A good website 
combines both concern for design with current technology and integration with other social 
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and blogging. The goal is for your website to offer relevant, 
valuable information that is easily shareable.

Whether you have a storefront or office, or if you are in the business of selling products or services, 
websites are now replacing print media with a greener alternative. Differing from the traditional 
yellow pages to brochures and print catalogs, websites have multiple functions and can be 
added to over time, displaying what you have to offer, providing information and often 
education.

Websites can consist of one or many pages, according to your needs. A landing page acts like a 
front window or a waiting room, setting the tone and allowing the consumer to browse at their 
own pace. Landing pages can offer unique discounts, event promotions and seasonal specials. 
These pages should be easy to rotate and to set up in advance.

Additional pages act like shelves of tantalizing goods, or like precious time spent describing your 
services - the ability for repetition of information is invaluable. For example, one of my client‘s is a 
veterinarian - a simple blog post on ―How to Give a Cat a Pill‖ has saved thousands in staff hours 
who traditionally spent time answering this question ad infinitum. Creating a blog associated with 
your website establishes you as an expert in the field, and adds more fresh content to your site. A 
blog will also feed into both search engines indexing and into the RSS stream, bringing more 
attention to your business and an increase in search engine ranking.
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The real beauty of a website is the simple fact that it is open 24/7, sharing information, enticing 
your client, and providing key tools to schedule online and pay online. Along with providing an 
email address or a contact form (with a phone number), these elements are essential. The more 
value you add to your website, the more people will value it and share it. Photos, videos, links, 
resource lists, opt-in forms and the ability to subscribe to your site add value, and make it 
continuously viable and robust.

A website can also instantly expand your market, from local to global. Get ready to offer your 
expertise through more phone calls, Skype and email interactions, in addition to your in-person 
meetings.. Prepare to ship all over the world, rather than expecting someone to swing by and pick 
up their order.

A favorite quote of mine is by the Sufi poet, Rumi - ―That which you are seeking is seeking you.‖ 
Your clients are trying to find you - make it easy for them! A professional website is a viable internet 
portal, a way to give that favorable initial first impression, a warm invitation to connect with you 
about your business, develop relationships and increase long-term client retention. 
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Kayla Garnet Rose has over 23 years experience as a 
successful businesswoman in Santa Cruz, CA. Currently 
she has a thriving private practice as a business 
consultant and business coach. In addition to creating 
websites and administrating social media for her clients, 
she runs seminars to teach simple, effective marketing 
techniques. For more info, please visit 
www.SimpleSuccessfulSolutions.com. 

http://www.simplesuccessfulsolutions.com


Straight Talk | Business Mistakes
By Rosalinda Randall

We all know that making a first good impression is important. But what 

does that really mean? Is wearing a designer outfit enough?  What about 

the latest tech gadgets: will having one impress others? While certainly 

these things won't hurt, they aren't going to leave a lasting impression.  

Recall someone you met who was dismissive; do you remember what 

they were wearing or what type of cell phone they had?



Listed below are a few key points that can end a business 
relationship before it has a chance to develop.  A simple 
gesture or a forgotten word can quickly dissolve rapport. 
Please keep in mind that there are exceptions to almost 
every situation.  The rules of etiquette that I share are simple 
and address the dilemma at hand.

RSVP'S.  We all have an "RSVP" story to tell...although, if 
none of us are guilty, then who are the offenders we 
admonish?  When I receive an invitation of any kind, I have 
an initial reaction: "Ooh, this sounds like fun" or "Oh no, I 
hope I'm busy that day" - Come on, you know I'm right.

Whether it is a lunch invitation, birthday party, or business 
event, you must RSVP.  Depending on the type of event, try 
to reply within 5 days.  Responding in a timely fashion shows 
that person you’re grateful for the invitation and you’re 
respectful and mindful of their time and effort.  By the way, 
using the term "invite" as a noun is grammatically incorrect.  
Instead use the correct term, "invitation".  Many agree that 
"E-vite" is the culprit of the misuse of the word.

Arrive and End On Time.  Be clear on start- and end-time; 
that requires planning.  You want to allow time to cover your 
key points as well as allow your client time for comments.  If 
your meeting runs into overtime, be considerate of your 
client's time by asking if they have an extra few minutes or if 
they would like to schedule a follow-up phone call or 
appointment.  This shows that you are respectful of their 
time and also cements a more professional image.

Always allow time for unpredictable traffic, a forgotten cell 
phone, lack of parking spots, or the unexpected detour.  It is 
better to sit in your car for 15 minutes before the scheduled 
time than to enter the room flustered and full of excuses.  

Dress Appropriately.  You don't have to spend a lot of money 
to look presentable or fashionable.  If you aren't sure about 
what to wear or what's in style, enlist the help of a friend or 
invest in an image consultant.  Every so often we need a little 
makeover. Don't be afraid of a change.  It will boost your 
confidence and give an updated impression to your clients 
and co-workers.  I believe it is essential especially if you are 
over 45; don't get stuck.  An please leave your flip-flops and 
PJ bottoms for week-end wear, and your sexy outfits for a 
night out on the town.

Handshake and Introductions.  A lot is determined about 
you in just a simple handshake.  Here are 5 tips to achieve 
the perfect handshake:  stand up, smile, shake with your 
right hand, use a firm grip, and make eye contact.  If you are 
uncertain about how firm to grip or how long to shake, ask.  
When introducing yourself, clearly state your first and last 
name. 

Verbal Tone and Slang.  Smile, even if you are having a bad 
day.  Clients need not suffer your wrath or become your 
therapist as you unload your list of troubles.  Happiness 
portrays confidence, success, and your enthusiasm for your 
job or services.

Avoid using, "yeah", "uh-huh", "what" or "huh", when replying. 

A list of overused words: 
Awesome yeah, right no worries
Whatever good to go out of it
Totally like, um 24/7

Totally awesome to like use 'em when you're like out of it, or 
hang'n with your peeps, and like um, whatever.

Eating, Drinking, Smoking, Bad Breath.  If you’re meeting over 
a meal, be mindful of the purpose.  Stick to the easiest item to 
eat. If you would like to indulge in an adult beverage, please 
do so, but stick to one.  If you smoke, try to control your urge 
until the meeting is over.  If your client is a smoker, be sure to 
keep your opinion to yourself - no lectures please.  When 
speaking with someone who has just had creamy garlic sauce, I 
can't help but focus on that.  I find myself sidestepping and 
leaning away from the aromatic talker.  Carry easy to consume 
mints and use them. 

TMI.   Do not immediately become BFF's with your clients.  Do 
not unload personal information, whether juicy or a bummer.  
They may get the impression that you are a chatterbox who 
tells all, therefore cannot be trusted.  On the other hand, if 
your client shares too much information, you can delicately 
empathize by saying, "I hope your situation is resolved soon, in 
the meantime, let's see what we can accomplish today."

Naturally, you should never discuss current or former clients.  
If you believe that your client would benefit from a previous 
experience, keep it vague; do not mention names, timelines, 
geographical locations, etc.

"A meeting is an event where minutes are taken and hours 
wasted.” -James T. Kirk. 

Don't let this quote define your meetings.  Present yourself as 
polite, polished, and prepared.  

P.S. Turn off your cell phone. 
Rosalinda was trained and 
certified by the prestigious 
Protocol School of Washington®. 
Since then, she has taught classes 
and presented workshops to a 
variety of audiences ranging from 
children and teens, to 
professionals, to formerly 
incarcerated women. She believes 
that etiquette is an attitude.  You 
can enhance any relationship by 
infusing etiquette. 
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Rosalinda offers dynamic and interactive workshops and 
consultation throughout the Bay Area.  Please visit her 
web site, www.yourrelationshipedge.com.  You can also 
follow her on Facebook at, Your Relationship Edge.



Business Networking ROI
By Dr. Stephanie Rozenhart

I like to think of the different avenues of marketing as if they were spokes on a wheel. There are many ways 

to market your business and it is important to test the various methods in order to figure out which ones are 

best for you and your business. One of the greatest and most rewarding ways is networking. I prefer to 

network in-person, although there are many sites to network professionally online as well.  This article will 

focus on in- person networking.

When selecting a networking group or leads group, it is important to be excited about attending and 

connecting with other members. Each group can consist of one person per industry or multiples in each 

industry, depending on the particular group. You must be willing to invest money as well as time with 

networking. The fees to belong to certain groups vary from minimal to several hundred or even thousands of 

dollars. 

Find a group that works with your budget and your schedule. It does not look good if you attend a few times 

and then quit because it doesn‘t fit your schedule. This can actually work AGAINST you so find out ahead of 

time about the requirements or rules for each group. Ask about attending as a guest and see if the group is 

a good fit for YOU. The members may vote you in, but you also have to make sure being a member is right 

for YOU and your business. 

After you have been in a networking group for at least a year, it is important to analyze your Return on 

Investment (ROI) to see if membership is worth your time and effort. There are a few ways to figure this 

number out. I keep the formula fairly simple by taking two numbers into account. The first number is the 

actual dollar amount earned from that group, as well as direct referrals from those members. Second, I 

figure out how much I have spent to be part of that network. The second number would include any 

membership fees or dollars spent at the meetings on meals, or a combination of the two. Here is the formula.

You spend $100 to belong to a network, and $20 twice a month on a meal ($480) for a total of $580 per year. 

Let’s say you earned $2000 as a result of the members in the group, either the networking members 

themselves or by direct referral from a member. (2000-580)/580X100=244.8 

The higher the final number the better the investment of your networking time. I personally do not take my 

time or hourly wage into account however you could add that into your initial investment, if you choose. It is 

important to understand that networking is not an instant business booster. It takes time to form quality 

relationships, meet members for one-on-ones, get to know your group and contribute.  I recommend waiting 

at least one year before looking at your ROI to determine whether this is a productive group for you. To have 

success in networking, your intention must truly be to give and be a contributing member, as opposed to 

what you can ‗get‘ from the group.

With this attitude, not only will you gain valuable relationships, business ideas and customers, you may also 

align with great power-partners and find other businesses to support. Don‘t forget or neglect the other parts 

of the wheel when planning your marketing. All of your time, money and energy should not be spent on one 

method of marketing, i.e. networking. Depending on which streams of marketing you choose, preferably 

more than one, you must take a step back and analyze the outcome of your efforts and time and adjust 
accordingly. 

Dr. Stephanie Rozenhart, BSc,DC,CCP has been in private family practice for 10 

years. She currently practices in San Jose, CA and specializes in working with 

pregnant moms and kids. She is involved in the community and loves to get out and 

teach people how to live a healthier lifestyle. She can be reached at 

drstephanie@rozenhartchiro.com or though her website www.rozenhartchiro.com.
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Center Stage 
by Debbie Quintana

Featuring Twila Kaye
Twila is one of the most caring professionals you’ll ever meet.  She’s an educator, 

small business owner, consultant, mom, wife and much more .  In this issue of 
Center Stage, we’re pleased to share her story with you.



What have been your biggest challenges and your biggest success?
My biggest challenge has been me! So many times I have gotten in the way of my own success, usually because
of fear. Fear of success as much as fear of failure. Another big challenge has been organization. I’m not an
organized person by nature which has created time management and efficiency challenges. I’m learning that if I
just take a few extra minutes to handle the paper and other things as soon as they cross my desk then I have a
lot more time to spend doing the things that truly matter.

My biggest success came recently with being asked to be a trainer for the Women’s Entrepreneurial Initiative at
St. Mary’s College/Notre Dame. The program, named SPARK, helps women 18 years and older, who have
household incomes below poverty level, bring their dreams of owning their own business to reality. Although it
has always been my dream to be a motivational speaker and trainer, I have received a much greater gift teaching
these women and watching their confidence grow and inner power be revealed.

Who inspires you?
Every woman who believes in herself and makes her own way inspires me. That’s why I love being a part of
WNA. If I have to choose one person, it would be my grandmother, Grace Newell. She is the strongest woman
I’ve ever known. She is 99 years old and still lives on her own. I can only pray to be as healthy, happy, and wise
as she is at her age. She’s never owned a business or even had a career to really speak of, but her life has been
full. Her strength, values, and passion for her family are undeniable. Every time I think of giving in, I think of her
and I am instantly inspired.

What advice do you have for other small business owners?
Attitude is nine tenths of the battle. Look at every challenge as a learning opportunity. See people for who they
are and not who you think they should be. And learn to let go. My mantra is “so what, now what”. It doesn’t
matter what we did before, it only matters what we do now. And every day, meet someone new. Not only will
that allow you to grow your business but it will allow you to grow yourself too!

Twila Kaye is an accomplished Corporate Gift and
Gift Basket Professional. As President and CEO of
GREATER GIVING™, Twila solely owns and
operates its two divisions, Chicago Gift Basket
Company and Twila Kaye Designs. Twila has been
creating luxury gift baskets and gift arrangements
for over 15 years.

Twila has been recognized for her expertise by
the Gift Basket Association with a recent
appointment to the Board of Directors. She is
also a contributing writer for the gift basket
industry’s premier magazine, Trends & Tips, and
is a co-author of the first collaborative advice
book, Fundamentals - basic concepts for your gift
basket business. Twila is the chapter president of
Women’s Networking Alliance in Indiana.
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Professional Image:

Make a Lasting Impression

By Jillian Todd
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―An ounce of image is worth a pound of 
performance,‖ or so my dad told me countless 
times growing up. Most of the time I would roll 
my eyes at him. What exactly did that mean? 
Was it really a pound of performance? What 
about a pound of confidence? 

As a home-based entrepreneur, I am guilty of 
rolling out of bed and into my office wearing my 
pajamas, or wearing ratty jeans and faded t-
shirts while answering emails and making calls, 
complete with a facial mask for good ―multi-
tasking‖ measure. These habits came to a 
screeching halt a little over a year ago: I ran to 
pick up my sick daughter from school and 
bumped into a potential client. Uh-oh.  

That experience got me thinking: What if Dad 
was right? (shhh, don‘t tell him I said that) What 
message are we, as business owners, sending to 
ourselves, not just our clients, by failing to take a 
conscious approach to our image and thus our 
business? Many home-based business owners 
have admitted to only ―dressing for success‖ 
when they go out to client meetings or 
networking events. I have come to believe this 
behavior is a disservice to our business. 

I am not saying you should dress in a suit and 
heels when you are working from home. It only 
takes a few extra minutes each morning to 
reach for something flattering and semi-
professional. For some people, a signature color 
makes them feel confident. For others, it‘s jewelry 
or makeup. Figure out what makes you feel like 
you are in ―work mode‖ and incorporate that 
into your morning routine. 

Doing so will act as a prompt to your brain that 
you are focusing on your business in an 
intentional away. It will influence how you 
respond to distractions that inevitably show up in 
our workday, such as that one load of laundry 
that will only take a second to put in the dryer. 
Suddenly half your day has been spent doing 
household chores.

When business owners are out in public, there is 
even more importance placed on image. Like it 
or not, humans are judgmental creatures. How 
we look, the way we talk, what we talk about, 
the manners we use, if we are on time or not, all 
convey a particular image to the people around 
us. How do you want to be perceived by 
potential clients and referral partners?

Take time to think about the impression you give 
when at meetings and kick it up a notch. Make 
sure your shoes are not scuffed, your hems aren‘t 
coming apart and your roots have been 
touched up recently. The care you show yourself 
translates to the care you will show your clients. 

Another consideration: know your audience. Are 
you meeting with a creative type? An 
accountant? A banker? A chef? Be sure to stay 
in resonance with who they are. You don‘t have 
to match their style, but dressing in harmony with 
them will automatically give the impression that 
you ‗get‘ who they are. This is a shortcut to 
helping them feel comfortable with you. 
Remember the saying, ―People do business with 
those they know, like and trust.‖ Image is a way 
to communicate who you are, that you‘re 
likable and trustworthy.



If you are at a loss for how to dress your body type or are unaware of the most flattering colors for 
your skin, there are a multitude of resources available. Watch ―What Not to Wear‖‘; use a 
personal shopper at Nordstrom or Macy‘s; InStyle magazine has great features on how to dress 
for any situation. You can also attend a CAbi party or hire an image consultant to help you select 
the most flattering and useful items for your lifestyle. 

Hair and makeup can be the most time-consuming activities in the morning. Ask your stylist to 
give you a cut that works with your hair type, not against it. That alone can save you 15 minutes 
of styling! Again, take a peek at ―What Not to Wear‖ for quick makeup tips as the artist on the 
show is famous for her ―five minute face‖ application. I have learned countless shortcuts from her.

Don‘t ignore fit and texture. How your clothes fit and how they feel against your skin are 
important influences on how your carry yourself. If you have been meaning to lose those extra 
pounds and are wearing ill-fitting clothes, you won‘t feel your best. Just ditch the old duds and 
give yourself a break from the guilt.  There is nothing more undermining to a person‘s confidence 
than being uncomfortable in her clothes. 

Looking back, I think Dad had it half right: an ounce of image is worth a pound of confidence, 

and that confidence turns into a ton of performance.
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Jillian is the photographer/makeup artist/Chief Glamour Officer of 
Jillian Todd Portrait Couture. With over 20 years experience, she is 
dedicated to unveiling the goddess in every woman who gives 
her the honor of photographing them.  Visit her on the web at 
www.jilliantodd.com.



Authentic Entrepreneurship
in the Electronic Age
By Amy Frugoli

In this day and age of cell phones with cameras, blogs, search engines,

Facebook, Twitter, You Tube and other such social media, it is difficult to

hide who you really are. With the push of a button or click of a mouse,

anyone can see where you live, work, hang out, who your friends are,

what you wear, the kind of pets you have, your likes, dislikes, political

views…well, you get the point.

For a business owner this can be a blessing and a curse. On one side of

the coin, having this kind of transparency can help a client (or potential

client) feel a connection with you just by doing a little investigating.

But there is a definite caveat to this kind of invasiveness – you can’t say

one thing when you are face-to-face with someone if your actions, words

or photos on the Internet say another. You can lose credibility and respect

without even knowing it.

If you are your authentic self from the start, you will attract the type of clients that are right for you. Everything, from

the way you dress, your website, your branding and marketing, as well as your words and actions – should all match

up. Wearing a formal business suit when you are a laid back, casual person may be confusing and gives people the

impression you are conforming to what you THINK you should look like or act. Be yourself because that will always

shine through.

I own a wedding planning business and I know the way I run

my business is different from other wedding planners, but it is

MY vision, reflects MY mission statement, and is the authentic

Amy Frugoli. My business style is casual and relaxed, yet

efficient. My webpage, logo and business brand is carefree

and whimsical. My business name is fun and memorable.

When I meet with clients in my small but functioning office it is

clearly a working office with color swatches, favor samples

and mock table displays laying around at any given time.

When it comes to communication, I am accessible to clients

primarily through email, text messages and even instant

messaging. Therefore, most of my clients tend to be non-

traditional, easy-going, low maintenance, and electronically

savvy people. When I see that potential clients and I are not a

good fit, I am happy to suggest other wedding planners.

You can’t be all things to all people, so don’t pretend to be.

Not every client is YOUR client. The point is, what the client

sees is what they should get. You’ll find it is effortless to run a

business if you stay true to yourself and you will be more

likely to love what you do every day. Your clients will love the

authentic you! 
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Amy Frugoli of Twitterpated Weddings, is a 

wedding coordinator in the Bay Area region of 

Northern California.

She sits on the board of nationwide association

designed to give training and certification to

wedding planners and coordinators. Amy was

named the best wedding coordinator in Silicon

Valley for 2010 by the San Jose Mercury News .

To learn more about Amy go to

www.twitterpatedweddings.com



Melissa Stacey

Professional Organizer

(408) 993-2237

melissa@feelingorganized.com

www.feelingorganized.com

Creating Systems that Work for You

Feeling Organized
Home, Office and Small Business



Real Life Stories &

Patty Angelina, Healing Hearts Bodywork and WNA Los Gatos member, is working with the 

Saratoga Community Center to develop classes.

Lisa Carter, Water Star Motors and WNA Santa Cruz member, won California Assembly 

District 27 Best Small Business of the Year.

Torie Charvez, Tax Goddess and WNA Campbell member, was installed as President of the 

Mission Society of Enrolled Agents.

Sheri Covey, Chrome Fit and WNA Los Gatos member, is expanding and moving to a new 

facility in Campbell, CA. 

TraMi Cron, TraMi Skin Care and WNA Santa Cruz member, won Best Esthetician Santa Cruz 

Weekly Gold Winner 2011.

Lori Ellingson, ING Financial Partners and WNA Campbell member, qualified for membership 

into the Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT).

Linda Eskridge, eVirtual Executive Services and WNA Campbell member, became certified as 

a Product Launch Specialist and certified in InfusionSoft.

Amy Frugoli, Twitterpated Weddings and WNA Campbell member, won won Best of Silicon 

Valley – Best Wedding Planner – second year in a row!

Dr. Tina Roach Gagnon, WNA Morgan Hill member, won 2010 Outstanding Business Woman 

of the Year, SF Bay Area.

Jen Jaciw, Lone Star Limousine and WNA Campbell member, won Best of Silicon Valley –

Best Transportation.

Lori Krolik, More Time For You and WNA Los Altos member, released an instructional CD on 

organizing your home and  life!

Cara Laine, Sleepy Hedgehog Press and WNA San Jose member, won 2011 The Knot 

Best of Weddings, 2010 Bay Bella Publishings Best of San Mateo County –

Invitations and Weddings Wire 2010 Bride’s Choice award.



Accomplishments

Rita Marcojohn, We’ve Got Your Back and WNA Los Gatos member, is now 

a board member for the Los Gatos Chamber of Commerce.

Cinda Meister, BookSmart and WNA Morgan Hill member, won California Assembly District 27 

Small Business of the Year, NCIBA Debi Echlin Outstanding Community Bookstore of the 

Year, Morgan Hill Chamber of Commerce Small Business of the Year, Gavlin College Spirit 

Award and 2010 Love A Local Business Grand Prize Winner.  Cinda won $35,000 with the last 

award and donated it back to Morgan Hill schools.

Caroline Phan and Diana Chan, Chan CPA & Company and WNA Los Gatos members, 

performed for SRO crowds at Foothill College’s Dance Dept’s 25th anniversary show.

Beth Proudfoot MFT, WNA Los Gatos member, is adding more child psychologists to her 

practice and has moved her offices to Los Gatos/Campbell area.

Michele Ralls, Roadsport and WNA San Jose member, won Best Car Dealer in Silicon Valley 

for the third year in a row!

Dr. Stephanie Rozenhart, Rozenhart Family Chiropractic and WNA San Jose member, earned 

her 100 Year Lifestyle certification.

Portia Shao, Positive Vista Photography and Art and WNA Santa Cruz member, received her 

Certified Professional Photographer designation and two of her photos were merited at the 

PPA International Photographic Competition.

Leonette Stafford, Realty World and WNA Morgan Hill member, won 2010 Morgan Hill 

Volunteer of the Year.

Cherisse White, Cherisse’s Hair Salon and WNA Morgan Hill Member, won 2010 Morgan Hill 

Business of the Year.

WNA Chapter 111 is proud to announce they are donating over 150 items to the Family 

Supportive Housing Project in San Jose, CA.

Congratulations WNA Members!!



What’s Your 
Grade?

By Debbie Quintana

Ever wonder what is being said about you 
personally or your business?  How do you 
know you’re doing a good job in your 
customer’s eyes?

With the amount of online rating and 
public grading systems, you should 
probably find out.
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5 Ways to Proactively Seek 
Feedback

1. Asked for recommendations on your
LinkedIn profile. It’s proper etiquette
to reciprocate.

2. Have a place on your website for your
customers to provide feedback.

3. Provide a “hotline” for your customers
to call specifically for feedback. It
doesn’t need to be a dedicated line,
just call it out as such when you ask
them to call.

4. Call your customers for their feedback
or hire a company to do it for you.

5. Ask them to rate your services on
YELP, Merchant Circle or similar
services.

Now, more than ever, seeking feedback is important. Not only because you
want to be able to make improvements but because of social networking.
Customers can find a restaurant on their mobile device, see the menu, ask for
directions and read the ratings from other customers. This can make or break
you. If customers are providing low ratings and negative comments, you’re
going to lose business. While this isn’t as prevalent in most industries as it is in
the dining community, it will be before you bat an eyelash. Trust me.

So how does one ensure the ratings they are receiving are positive and will
look favorable upon their future customers? I’ll tell you…

First, determine where you are right now and address any negativity (if any)
that is out there. If you find something negative, try to contact the person to
get more information and resolve the issue. If you don’t know who the person
is, see if you can leave a message after their rating with a short explanation
and offer of remediation.

Second, make sure you are listed, available for feedback and ensure your
settings are set to notify you anytime feedback is left. Sites such as Merchant
Circle are great for this – they allow you to have a full page profile with
photos, contact information and testimonials for FREE.

Third, ask your customers to provide you with a testimonial or rating. If
they’ve used your services, they are the perfect candidates to help you garner
a positive reputation. Once you receive positive feedback, share it on
Facebook and on your website so your future customers can view it. Talk
about these experiences in your blog and ask for people to provide their
feedback.

Next, always thank your customers for their feedback. It’s important that you
show genuine gratitude so they’ll know that you are continuously looking to
improve your business.

Lastly, understand that consumers are more cynical than ever and you will, at
some point, receive negative feedback about you and/or your business. If you
feel its real, then use it to make improvements. Let it motivate you to raise
your game. If you feel its not real and most likely a “slam” from a non-fan of
yours, then attempt to post a rebuttal. If it’s really bad and uncalled for in
every respect, report it.

Good luck and always remember – the point of gathering feedback is to
improve, not to get defensive and upset. Use it to your advantage and you’ll
become a better business every single day.

Types of 
Negative Feedback

Handling negative feedback can be tricky.
There are two types of negative feedback.

1. Sincere, honest and genuine feedback
could come from a customer who was
disappointed and didn’t feel you did a good
enough job for them. Hopefully they
contacted you before posting something
negative but if they didn’t, absolutely offer to
work it out with them citing that you weren’t
aware they were unhappy.

2. Nasty, mean and probably a jealous-
competitor-who-hasn’t-even-used-your-
business type of feedback. Believe it or not,
there are people out there that just love to
“slam” others without any foundation or
discussion. If they’re really that unhappy and
didn’t contact you, there isn’t much you can
but to post a rebuttal.

Be careful how you deal with negative
feedback! Never act quickly; sit back, reflect,
and decide the best way to handle it for the
long run.
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Roasted Tomato Brie Crostini with Avocado and Balsamic

This crostini topping is very popular with my clients all year round, but is especially 
good during the summer when tomatoes are at their peak.  Makes about 36 crostini.

1 French baguette
1 T kosher salt
1 t freshly ground black pepper
1 garlic clove
1/3 c extra virgin olive oil
1½ lbs. plum tomatoes
1/2 lb. brie round, sliced in 1/8‖ x 2‖ slices
1 large firm ripe avocado, sliced thinly
1 c balsamic vinegar, reduced to a syrup, about 1/3 c
½ bunch basil, sliced thinly for garnish

In a small saucepan, heat the balsamic vinegar on medium heat until it is reduced to 
a thick syrup.  This may take about 20 minutes. Reduce the vinegar to about 1/3 cup. 
Set aside and let cool.  

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Slice baguette on a slight bias to make toasts. Place 
toasts on 2 parchment paper-lined sheet pans. Brush toasts with olive oil. Sprinkle with 
salt and pepper.  Bake toasts for 15-20 min or until firm to the touch.  Remove from 
pans and rub each toast with the garlic clove. Set aside to cool.

Wash tomatoes and make ¼‖ slices, lengthwise.  Using the sheet pans with fresh 
parchment paper, season tomato slices with salt, pepper, and olive oil. Roast in the 
oven for 20 minutes or until mostly dried, but not stuck to the pan. 

Carefully cut firm ripe avocados into thin slices and set aside.  Slice basil leaves into 
thin ribbons.  To assemble toasts, place a slice of roasted tomato on the toast, 
followed by a slice of brie.  Heat in a 350 degree oven until cheese is just melted.  
Place a couple slices of avocado on top, drizzle some balsamic syrup on top and 
finish with a small amount of basil ribbons.  Serve hot.



How to maintain financial records
By Torie Charvez

Torie is the owner of Tax Goddess Inc, located in San Jose, Ca.  She has 
been working in the tax and accounting fields for 20 years.  She became 
an Enrolled Agent in 2005.  

Torie is currently serving a one year term as President Elect for the 
Mission Chapter. She also participates on the Education Committee.    

She has a wide variety of clientele that allows for her to address a wide 
variety of issues for small or large Sole Proprietors, Rental Properties, 
Corporations to name a few.

Business ownership is not easy.  You have many hats to wear and sometimes it feels as 
though there is never enough time to get everything done. Unfortunately, for many 
small business owners this means paperwork may get put on the back burner. You are 
paying the bills, but how are you keeping track of it all. Here are some basic tips to help 
you avoid being the person who brings the proverbial “shoe box” to your tax 
professional:

 Do not co-mingle funds. You should treat your business like it is a separate person, 
so give it a separate bank account. This is extremely important for identifying what is 
actual income for the business. If a tax agency audits you, they will treat all deposits 
as income if you can explain them. This will also assist you in tracking your expenses 
for business in a much faster and cleaner manner

 Keep your receipts. It is very easy to forget that lunch ticket or that coffee receipt 
when you are “schmoozing” a potential customer or client.  However, this is your 
proof of expenses. These are the documents that you will have to produce as 
justification for your business expenses if requested by a tax agency. Keep an 
envelope in your car, or purse, or brief case, to drop those receipts in every time.

 Invest in accounting software. Basic accounting software to assist you in tracking 
your income and expenses is important. This is your snapshot to know if you are 
making money, have money to invest in that piece of equipment or launch an 
advertising campaign. This is also how you identify potential money problems before 
they get out of hand.

 Scanner. Ever look at a receipt printed on NCR paper 3 years after you first got it?  
Well, it may be blank or faded to the point where you can’t read it. Remember, 
these receipts are your proof of expense. A small desktop scanner allows you to 
create and image that is just as clear as the day you first had the expense. These will 
be accepted by any tax auditor.

 Hire a Professional. At some point you will need to look at the time you are 
spending keeping your records and doing your finances. If you are spending more 
time with paperwork than you are in your business, it is time to consider hiring a 
professional to assist you.  

Keeping your financial information up to date will make your life easier. 
It will assist your tax, accounting and financial advisors to help you plan 
for taxes, retirement and growth. 

Aligned
“How To” 
Section
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Go Put Your Strengths to 

Work

By Marcus Buckingham

Selling with Integrity

By Sharon Drew Morgen

Totality of Possibilities

By Louise Hay

The Seven Layers of 

Communication

By Michael J. Maher

Tools and Resources

Aligned |  learning forum

For Your Business

Google.com/Chrome
Runs Websites & Applications with Lightning 

Speed

Business2Blogger.com
Helps Bloggers and Businesses meet their 

blogging needs

Quora.com
A Continually Improving Collection of Questions 

and Answers Created, Edited, and Organized by 

Everyone Who Uses it

SPARQCode.com
Codes that Contain Any Type of Mobile Content 

- Such as Websites, Phone Numbers, Contacts, 

and Invoke any App on your MobilePphone

DailyWorth.com
A Community of Women Who Talk Money –

Daily Practical Tips, Empowering Ideas and the 

Occasional Kick in the Pants

READING 

RECOMMENDATIONS



Karen Bullard

Torie Charvez

Amy Frugoli

Jenn Kennedy

Reese Levya

Debbie Quintana

A Special Thank You to Our Contributors!

A Very Special Thank You to Our WNA Community

for helping to make Aligned Magazine a reality!!

Rosalinda Randall

Kayla Garnet Rose

Dr. Stephanie Rozenhart

Jillian Todd

Stacey Vulakh

Adrienne Wong

For a Full Directory of our WNA Members 
and their Businesses, please visit:

www.womensnetworkingalliance.com



24 Hours Are Enough

Melissa Stacey & Stacey Vulakh
http://24hoursevening.eventbrite.com
http://24hoursmorning.eventbrite.com
5-week teleseminar on organization, 

time management & productivity

DinoSOAR Studios

Travis Woodward

www.dinosoarstudios.com

travis@dinosoarstudios.com

Short videos for your small business

Feeling Organized

Melissa Stacey

www.feelingorganized.com

melissa@feelingorganized.com

(408) 993-2237

Organizing systems for your home, 

office and small business

Gourmet Gifts

Debbie Quintana

www.gourmetgifts.com

gourmetgifts@comcast.net

(877) 780-4960

Gift Baskets by Debbie Quintana

HResource Solutions

Karen Bullard

www.HRS-humanresources.com

Karen@HRS-humanresources.com

(831) 214-0485

Solutions for your human resource 

puzzle

Jillian Todd Photography

Jillian Todd

www.jilliantodd.com

(408) 843-7104

Unveil the goddess within

Please patronize these advertisers

Advertisers

Directory

Kennedypens

Jenn Kennedy

www.kennedypens.com

jennkennedy@me.com

(805) 617-3483

Author & photographer of 

people, places & things

LisaBevan.com

Lisa Bevan

www.lisabevan.com

(614) 332-2866

Be Found. Stand Out.

ReeseLeyva.com

Reese Leyva

www.reeseleyvacom

hello@reeseleyva.com

(408) 883-4111

Put your gift into words

Rozenhart Family Chiropractic

Dr. Stephanie Rozenhart

www.RozenhartChiro.com

info@RozenhartChiro.com

(408) 979-9999

A Creating Wellness Center

Simple Successful Solutions

Kayla Garnet Rose

www.SimpleSuccessfulSolutions.co

m

Internet marketing made simple

Tax Goddess

Torie Charvez

www.tax-goddess.com

tc@tax-goddess.com

Tax services

The Savory Bite Catering

Adrienne Wong

www.thesavorybite.com

adrienne@thesavorybite.com

Savor good food and good times

Thrive Publishing

Caterina Rando

www.ThriveBooks.com

(415) 668-4535

Creating books that build businesses

Timestyle Coaching & Consulting

Stacey Vulakh

www.timestylecoaching.com

Stacey@timestylecoaching.com

(408) 634-6697

Time Management Coaching & 

Consulting

Twitterpated Weddings

Amy Frugoli, CWC

www.twitterpatedweddings.com

amy@twitterpatedweddings.com

(408) 655-9695

Wedding 

Coordination/Planning/Design

Women’s Networking Alliance

www.womensnetworkingalliance.co

m

(408) 622-0156

Enabling, Empowering and 

Supporting Growth

Your Relationship Edge

Rosalinda Randall

www.yourrelationshipedge.com

rosalinda@yourrelationshipedge.com

(650) 871-6200

Etiquette | Enhancing Relationships
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